
A BETTER WAY TO REDUCE GHG 

FROM U.S. COMMERCIAL AVIATION 

 
Executive Summary.  Recoveries in the aviation industry as it was before seemed to be the 

goal after 9/11, the recession of 2008, and as progress in ending the pandemic may occur.  

The recent Glasgow talks included this International Air Transport Association (IATA) 
chart, claiming sustainable aviation fuels are the most important thing the airline/aviation 
industry can do to reduce greenhouse gases (GHG) from commercial aviation operations. 

We strongly disagree! Immediately reducing GHG emissions from air 
transportation in recovery should involve shorter routes and fewer airport 
operations, without economic harm. Many air routes were lengthened in previous 
recoveries; city-hub-city trips were routed through fewer, more-widely-spaced hub airports. 
U.S. Airlines flew, according to DOT statistics, about 20% further in the air in 2019 than in 
20051, with about the same number of completed air trips. As far as we know, the cities 
remained pretty much where they were in 2005.  

~~~~~~~~ 

The IATA plan, carbon 
mitigation using sustainable 
aviation fuel (SAF), has 
several big economic 
weaknesses: An expectation 
of 65% SAF use to reach 
COP26 goals is unlikely 
even for the U. S. and other 
developed nations. 

 

What ought to be done is 
stop wasting fuel on dog-leg 
routes, circling airports, and 
transporting fuel reserves by 
air.  In the busiest air travel 
year, 2005 the average trip –
some city-hub-city, some city 
to city, the average hours and 
miles as used were 80% of 
averages in 2019, for about the 
same number of boardings.  

The International Air Transport Association says “Until 2030 net zero sustainable fuels is 
the most important thing that we can do.”  
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                 Figure 1: IATA Chart as presented at COP26  



The International Air Transport Association says “Until 2030, net zero sustainable 
fuels is the most important thing that we can do.”  

We say, “Aviation changed in the last 20 years: Routings; centralized connections; larger 
connecting fleets; fewer, larger hubs; more congested runways and taxiways; more delayed 
departures. If airlines continue using JP-4 another 15 years, the warming effects would last until 
about 2050.  

Internationally, it is accepted that airline-scale flights have no foreseeable replacement2 for jet 
fuel (kerosene). Currently used jet fuel has sufficient energy per pound, is affordable if refined from 
petroleum, and has an established supply chain. A near-replica can be made from certain field crops 
that would compete for water and sunlight with food crops and animal feed. 

The IATA plan is  too little, too late, and not the best available climate solution at 
all. QED.  

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

The airline-specific GHG issue is operations. On land, shorter routes are seldom possible, 
although highway and bridge infrastructure improvements may decrease fuel used per trip or increase 
miles per gallon (fuel efficiency). Aircraft and ships have more freedom of routes but are still limited 
by weather, schedule, and other fuel-use inefficiencies.  

The airline industry often profits from using more fuel per average trip: higher payloads per flight, 
more flight hours per average aircraft and aircrew week, and less costs for gates, fuel, services and 
storage at larger airports. These operational advantages improve profit margins  —and limit 
competition if hub airport flight capacity or terminal or hanger space is limited. 

Governments addressing climate change always seem to separate electric power generation from 
transportation —although both currently use copious amounts of fossil fuels to support human 
activities, there are distinct differences. Coal, natural gas, and petroleum is burned to generate 
electricity, in turn powering hybrid and electric vehicles. Airports generally store and dispense 
aviation fuel or are served by storage facilities and pipelines etc. The airlines rely on these bulk 
services, sometimes own them or share them with other airlines to assure availability. Aircraft also 
transport fuel  (reserves in case their destination airport is unavailable or landings are delayed). A 
significant portion of gross takeoff weight may be reserve fuel for a round trip, as refueling at a “spoke 
airport”   

Climate change scientists, economists, health and other reviewers of the air transportation GHG 
situation have accepted that human per capita demand for air cargo and travel increases with, or 
faster than, population. US statistics do not fully support the conclusion, we found, and we wrote 
about it in 20194; air-miles traveled often were longer per trip (passengers boarded). 

We also reported that, every year since 2010, peak airport operations per hour were increasing 
public health and safety risks even as total flights dipped in the crises above. As we study the meta-
health and travel statistics, we see the facts emerging; route management could carry the day.  

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Route Planning and Air Traffic Control. In the US, in 2007, the FAA launched a high-tech upgrade 
to air traffic control systems, in part to increase north-south flight capacity along the East and West 
Coasts and in part to reduce miles traveled east-west across the continent between the Mississippi 
River and the Rocky Mountains: “Next Gen,”  or Next Generation Air Traffic Control System.  

At the time, technology was being used for military applications:  remotely piloted or programmed
- mission unmanned aircraft;  the Global Positioning Satellites were placed in orbit and algorithms 
were developed for aircraft navigation systems. Radar tracking systems were improved by more agile 
phased-array RADARs and microelectronic devices used in aircraft (avionics).   
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Route Planning and Air Traffic Control.         [Continued] 

At the time, new technology was being used for military applications:  remotely piloted or programmed- 
mission unmanned aircraft;  the Global Positioning Satellites were placed in orbit and algorithms were 
developed for aircraft navigation systems. Radar tracking systems were improved by more agile phased-
array RADARs and microelectronic devices used in aircraft (avionics).   

These developments potentially allowed precise hands-off landings and en route separations. Over a 
period of 15 years, the en route RADAR surveillance network  (NAS) was converted from analog radar 
screens and voice communications to digital systems with tracks and projected (extended) tracks 
maintained in computer networks and communicated across the US by digital message-switch networks. 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Other Complications.  The Next Gen goals for actual air traffic control, originally reliability and cost 
savings, were  revised for security and emergency communications.  

It has become ordinary that an airline CEO would refer to members of Congress as “our people in 
Washington, getting us tax credits for SAF fuel blends;” and that an aircraft company sustainability office 
would “want SAF-use incentives and taxes on traditional jet fuel.” 

In 2015, the quantitative FAA and EPA Finding on GHG from U.S. commercial aviation was not acted 
upon. In 2019, a simple and effective reduction of GHG emissions was proposed, but again, the Federal 
government and the industry did not act. 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Tests of sustainable kerosene. SAF can be used in existing aircraft.  The airlines industry, during the 
Covid-19 pandemic were able to try “sustainable” jet fuels in existing engines with minor adjustments or 
fuel flow, and this was considered progress toward less net CO₂ emissions. United Airlines recently flew a 
loaded passenger jet from O’Hare to Dulles using separately fueled engines, one JP-4, the other SAF.  In 
some aspects, producing kerosene from consistent biological plant materials is simpler than from crude 
oils. If scaled quickly, SAF could help airlines fend off calls for emissions-related restrictions on flying, and 
clear the way for a return to growth.  However, SAF supplies are extremely limited, with current 
production estimated to be less than 0.1% of global jet fuel consumption, according to Bloomberg NEF. 
That's expected to increase to about 3% of projected demand in 2030, far short of the targets set by the 
European Union and the U.K.  

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Some Glasgow participants were concerned that the publicity is outpacing useful progress. 

“If Delta Air Lines filled all its planes for one day, the carrier would soak up a year’s worth of U.S. SAF 
supply.” said Delta CEO Ed Bastian, in a Bloomberg TV interview.  

“SAF is three to four times more expensive than kerosene, so airlines aren’t buying it in bulk. As a 
result, very little is being produced.” 

“Airlines can’t afford to pay that much.” Bastian said. “That’s why we’re working with our people in 
Washington on getting us tax credits for SAF fuel blends.” 

“It feels a little frothy right now,” said Gene Gebolys, CEO of World Energy, one of two companies 
supplying commercial quantities of SAF in the U.S. (It) “can’t be just a press release battle. There’s got to 
be authenticity.” 

Therefore, it seems to us that US Airlines are uncertain about the future growth (or shrinkage) of 
commercial air travel in the present modes, as well as about reducing the cost and  pace of global warming. 
A danger is that global businesses and nations are contemplating other more costly modes of travel 
including more expensive fuels or more use of petroleum fuels (supersonic aircraft, vertical take-off and 
landing or larger helicopters, etc.). These may have an economic niche enabled by government subsidies 
for GHG reduction using current airliners and SAF, 
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Our case. The WP we published in 2019 and shared reduces miles per trip, offers a direct 
reduction of GHG and submicron carbon particulates (like coal dust) in two ways: physically 
shorter miles flown city-hub-city and using  less fuel circulating around airports to use larger  fleets 
more and larger aircraft packed full for the same daily service levels.  

Next Gen was to allow “transparent position self-reporting” based on GPS geocentric position 
data, in the same digital format used in the en route network, as extended by radar transponders 
and displayed using the computer network. That is, flights well outside radar range could be 
tracked, displayed and controlled. 

The Next Gen goals for actual air traffic control, originally reliability and cost savings, were revised 
for security and emergency communications — lessons learned after 9/11. After the recession, 
shorter city-hub-city routes were forgotten and Next Gen Airport (runway-use automation) needs 
were emphasized. Air traffic controllers saw this as reducing their ranks and planned ways to 
“efficiently” use runways more often (reduced safe intervals, increased risks).  

The most impactful is GHG emissions from jets at cruise altitudes. Congress has information 
about military and commercial jets; how many, how much fuel used, and the absence of a viable 
program/policy to reduce either. The attainment of a 3 to 4% increase in miles per gallon is 
unlikely within 15 to 20 years. By then, how many more miles flown might there have been? 

The second most impactful is pollution from near airport flights -- arrivals, departures, and 
businesses that operate at low altitude  (some using leaded aviation fuel). 

The political situation set by the airline industry has too many people addressing the second 
case --as a trade off between economic growth and land use around airfields. And too few people 
looking for ways to reduce GHG (fuel burned).  

In fact, the airlines are a) lengthening trips and b) crowding 30 to 40 airports. The result is less 
affordable air travel and more GHG per gross take-off ton. This started after 9/11 and increased in 
2010 during recovery from the recession. That can be changed, perhaps easily, since the en route 
flight routes and schedules are managed by FAA. Complaints about  

 Overflight noise after the fact are useless. As we saw here, more hours operating MSP at the 
edge of planned safety limits turned out to be grossly unsafe. We need to use runways well below 
their theoretical safe operations per hour and send connecting passengers along more direct 
routes. 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

The Airlines‘ Case. The demonstration flight from Chicago's O'Hare International Airport to Washington's 
Reagan National Airport will be on a new United 737 MAX 8 and use 500 gallons of SAF in one engine and the same 
amount of conventional jet fuel in the other engine "to further prove there are no operational differences between the 
two and to set the stage for more scalable uses of SAF by all airlines in the future," United said.  

United partnered with Virent (Marathon), who makes compatible SAF, and World Energy, the world's first and 
North America's  only commercial SAF producer. 

"Today's SAF flight is not  only a significant milestone for efforts to decarbonize our industry, but when combined 
with the surge in commitments to produce and purchase alternative fuels, we're demonstrating the scalable and 
impactful way companies can join together and play a role in addressing the biggest challenge of our lifetimes." said 
United CEO Scott Kirby, onboard the historic SAF flight. 

Virent uses corn, beets and sugarcane to make  jet fuel. "Virent proprietary technology demonstrates that SAF can 
be 100% renewable and compatible with our current aviation fleet and infrastructure6. We are proud to be playing a 
role in ... sustainable aviation fuel. "Dave  Kettner, president and general counsel of Virent, in the statement. 

World Energy is North America's first supplier of SAF from its Paramount, California, facility. World Energy 
purchased this facility from Delek US Holdings in 2018. AltAir, World Energy's renewable aviation fuel subsidiary, 
plans to expand the plant's production from the current 35 million gal/year of SAF to 275 million gal/year in 2022. 

Gene Gebolys, CEO of World Energy, pointed to the need to "develop affordable, high energy density, low-
carbon liquid fuels at a scale" to allow the growth of SAF within the airlines industry5.” 
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End Notes: 

1. The GFY years 2005 and 2019 saw the highest ever numbers of U.S. flights (airport  departures and 

arrivals). The SMAAC White Paper comparing airmiles flown, about 1.2 times more in 2019 than 2005 for about 

the same number of trips (passengers) was published in February 2020. 

2. Hybrid and electric aircraft are unsuited generally to the needs met by modern commercial jets: high speed, 

large payload, and long range. Jet or rocket fuels may someday be replaced by elemental hydrogen, but engineering 

and physics so far are challenging. 

3.Hydrogen is being researched for future engine-aircraft designs, but the technologies for that involve 

production energy, logistics and safety issues. The aviation industry depends on long service lives for airliners and 

interchangeable  engines. Fuel-efficiency is improved by reducing drag and using downwind routes when feasible. 

4.  Operations Per Hour Cap, a SMAAC White Paper circulated since 2019. The WP suggests that the 

Congress direct FAA to revise National Airspace System routes and schedules to minimize airmiles flown per 

(average) trip and decrease average airport operations per trip.  Less than half of US air travel is city-to-city and 

more than half is city-hub-city.  

5.  The infrastructure for delivering SAF to over 300 U.S. airports, predominantly railroad or pipeline, could 

be used, but the rail and pipe is from oil field or seaport to refinery to airport; at present, a haul from the fuel stock 

crops —possibly overseas —does not exist. 
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This White Paper was edited by J.R. Spensley.  

©2021, South Metro Airport Action Council, Minneapolis, MN. 

All Rights Reserved. News media may quote with attribution. 


